Synopsis
In my paper about wood bowl turnings I cover a brief history of woodturnings and
how they got to where they are in America. The artist that I choose to cover for this is Tom
Blumenberg from Hiseville, KY who has been working with wood for over 30 years. I cover the
process of making solid wood bowls and the process of making segmented wood bowls. After
the bowls are completed they have to be sold so I also went through the process of selling wood
bowls and setting a price of the wood bowls.
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Luke Fisher
Woodturnings, an Art
In garages and shops throughout the United States there are some people who out of the
love of doing so are making wooden bowls and other wood turnings. In an age where almost
everything is automated some people take the time to hand turn wood in to functional objects,
most notably are wooden bowls. In the past bowls were made to be used for the intended purpose
of eating out of and now are mostly used as art pieces.
Brief History of Woodturning
Once I chose to study woodturnings I felt the best way to learn anything about it at first
would be to learn the history. According to David Schneider in his article “A Historical Look at
Woodturning” he says that many scholars now think that the first lathe was invented around
2000 B.C, they don’t know who actually invented the first lathe but it is thought to have been in
development by the Etruscans in Italy, the Celts in Great Britain, and the inhabitants of the
Crimea all around the same time. Many people had thought the Egyptians had developed the
lathe around 4,000 years ago because of there development of the pottery wheel and bow drill.
According to David Schneider the first lathes were usually powered by a system with a
cord that was pulled buy one man while the piece was shaped by another. The biggest problem
with these lathes was when pulling the cord the lathe would rotate clockwise then
counterclockwise and shaping could only be done in one direction. Around the fifteenth century
craftsman finally began to make lathes turned by hand, foot, horse, and sometimes even water
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that would turn the lathe in one direction which made working with it easier. Now lathes are
powered by a motor that has multiple speeds to help the craftsman in making there turnings.
Now for the history of woodturning in the United States it started in the seventeenth
century according to David Schneider. This happened with wood workers from Holland and
England immigrating to the United States. Here it never got to the quality of the woodturning
that was happening in England but they were making everything from chairs to bookstands in the
seventeenth century. The United States was known more for the simpler designs in the
eighteenth century with items such as bowls, ladder back chairs, boxes, and even toys.
Tom Blumenberg
Tom Blumenberg is a 50 year old man who now lives in Hiseville, Kentucky who grew
up in New Jersey. He has lived in Hiseville for around 20 years with his wife and two kids. He
made his way down to Hiseville when his in laws found a place down here and he followed
them. He works at Dart container in Horse Cave and does woodturnings as a hobby. He makes
sure I knew that making the wood bowls is a hobby and not a job, Tom simply just loves
working with wood. Other than the hobby of making wood bowls tom loves to golf and hunt. I
know he loves to hunt because two times when I’ve went to meet him he was hunting. The first
time I went to a show I only got to meet his wife Lori because as she put it he was out taking a
“mud bath.” Another time we set a time to meet and I showed up and it was a beautiful day to go
hunting so he decided to go hunting apologizing at the show they did the day afterwards.
Tom Blumenberg has been working with wood since he was a teenager. He started at age
14 when he was in high school in wood shop. Not only was he taking wood shop in high school
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he was also helping tutor wood shop. Tom got started with woodturning when his “crazy” wife
Lori seen a mushroom turned on a lathe and decided that she wanted to make mushrooms as
well. After this he got bored with making mushrooms and started experimenting and it turned
into making a bowl, then a bigger bowl, then segmented bowls, vases, candle holders, and
goblets.
The first time I got to meet Tom Blumenberg was at his house where he proceeded to
prove to me that he is one of the nicest people I have ever met. The first time I met him I was
extremely nervous, I didn’t know what to expect. I was entering a stranger’s workspace that
didn’t have a clue who I was and I didn’t know who he was. I didn’t know if he would
welcome me and help me with my project or try to get me out of there as quick as he
could. My nervousness was quickly dismissed he welcomed me in like we had known each other
for years and even invited me in for dinner.
The first day he gave me a basic tour of his garage that is named “The Dog House” that
was quickly pointed out by Lori that he named it that himself. The goal wasn’t to learn much on
that day I was just there to meet him so it wasn’t as awkward from then on. I was able to discuss
with Tom what the goal for the project was and get any input from him on what he thought I
should cover on my project. Tom didn’t help with this part at all, he told me that this is my
project and I just need to let him know what I needed and he would help me out and he did.
Making a solid piece Wood Bowl on a Lathe
The second day I met Tom was when I started to get into the detail of making a bowl.
The focus of this project for me was to document the art of making a bowl so today was a big
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day for me. So on day two I started just taking as many picture as I could trying to document
everything I could in photo that Tom does to make a bowl. So I followed him everywhere he
went in the garage taking pictures of everything he did. Today he went through making a bowl
out of a solid piece of wood. He had a pile of wood from a dogwood tree that they had cut down
a few days before sitting in the floor of the garage. First thing I thought of after seeing the wood
was wow I can’t believe that’s going to turn into a beautiful bowl. This isn’t the wood that the
bowl he was going to make that day was going to come from as I found out later because it was
kiln dried yet. Kiln drying wood keeps it from warping later on and possibly making the finished
bowl break. After talking for a few minuets he began to take me through the steps of making a
wooden bowl.
When doing a solid piece bowl he explained that you need many different tools. He said
that not one tool will do the job; one tool wont go on the inside of the bowl as well as the outside
of the bowl, and some are made for roughing and some are made for smoothing need to know
which tool is good for what your doing. I asked him what makes a good piece of wood for a solid
bowl; he said a burrel which is like a wart on the outside of a tree. He said the grain in the inside
of a burrel just every which way and just looks cool and makes a real pretty bowl, a piece of art.
The first step in the process is gathering wood. I wasn’t able to take place in this but Tom told
me that he gets wood anywhere he can; he told me you could buy wood chunks or you can get
old dead trees out in the woods. If you take and get a tree out of the woods you have to make
sure its kiln dried because he said even if it’s been dead for even 15 years it’s still going to have
moisture in it and will take a shape all on its own. Kiln drying wood is a process that gets the
moisture out of the wood, if you don’t do this it will warp and could ruin the bowl. He told me he
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prefers not to buy his wood he’d rather barter, example would be the dogwood tree he cut down,
where he traded a guy a bowl for the dead tree. After choosing the wood you need to cut a piece
of the wood that’s bigger than what you want the finished bowl to be so you can start turning it.

Tom Blumenberg cutting a piece of Boxelder
tree down to size so he can make a solid piece bowl

Piece of Boxelder

wood before Tom

Blumenberg turns it into a bowl
After getting the piece of wood cut down you take and put it on a chuck that fits onto the lathe.
You have to start the lathe at a slow speed so the odd shaped piece of wood doesn’t wobble to
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much since it’s out of balance. Once you start taking wood off the shape of the bowl starts to
show.

Tom Blumenberg preparing the chuck that
goes onto the wood that attaches to the lathe

Tom Blumenberg putting the wood onto the
lathe
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After Tom turned the piece of wood for awhile he told me what he thinks the bowls going to turn
out to look like, he told me it’s going to have an open section to it. I didn’t know what he was
talking about so I just let him keep turning the bowl. Once he gets the bowl to a more uniform
shape it will be in more balance and he can turn the speed of the lathe up and can begin to take
more wood off. At this point the piece of wood basically looks like a round chunk of wood and
doesn’t even remotely look like it could be a bowl. He continues to work on the outside portion
of the bowl rounding it off. Once he turns the lathe off you can see where the bowl starts to take
shape the back of it is round like a bowl now and he turns it around so he can work on the inside
of the bowl.

Tom Blumenberg in the process of turning
the solid wood bowl
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The chunk of wood is now starting to take
shape. I can now see where he said it would have an opening
Looking at the picture above you can definitely see that the chunk of wood is slowly turning into
a bowl. The bottom is very much bowl shaped and you can see where the opening is going to be
that he predicted would be there in the very beginning stages of the bowl making process. After
he finishes taking the wood out of the inside of the bowl and gets it to the shape he wants it, it’s
time to sand it down. To sand it down he turns the lathe on and uses a sander that resembles a
drill with sanding pads attached to smooth the wood down.
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Tom Blumenberg sanding the inside of the
solid wood bowl down to smooth everything off.
Once the bowl is sanded down and the final shape he wants he puts a finish on it. There
are two different finishes that Tom puts on his bowls. He told me that you can either put a
lacquer finish on the bowl or an oil base finish. The oil finish is used when you want to put food
in the bowl.
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Tom Blumenberg putting a lacquer finish on

the solid piece bowl

The finished solid piece bowl

Segmented Bowl
Segmented bowls are bowls that are made with pieces of wood glued together. When I
first talked to Tom I called them “sectioned” and I was quickly corrected and told they are called
segmented. Segmented bowls are the majority of the bowls that Tom makes now and they are
his favorite to make. Tom likes them because he can choose different types of wood that are
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different colors and can make a checkerboard or a stair step look. He likes to choose different
colors of woods because he doesn’t stain his wood he uses there natural color. Like the solid
bowls he really doesn’t have an idea what the bowl will look like when finished shape wise he
just picks out the wood he wants to use and a pattern.
Once he chooses the wood it has to be kiln dried as well and needs to be a good straight
board. Once the wood is chosen he begins to cut the segments out on his saw. For the segments
you have to decide what size ring you want for diameter, and how many rings you need to make
depth. A 22 ½ degree angle would make eight pieces per ring and for more pieces you go to a 15
degree and it makes twelve pieces per ring. Once you have the rings cut out the tedious part
begins where you have to glue every segment together to form a ring then glue the rings together.
Once the rings are formed you have to sand them perfectly flat that way the seams fit perfectly
and there are no gaps.

Tom Blumenberg cutting the segments out for
a bowl
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Tom Blumenberg gluing the segments together
to form the rough shape of a bowl. Bowl being made is called a “Basket Bowl” as it has the area
between the wood that resembles a basket.

Segmented bowl glued together on
the lathe ready to be turned.
Like the solid bowl once the pieces are glued together he attaches a bottom and then puts
it on the lathe. Once on the lathe it’s just like a solid bowl, he starts to turn the bowl and begins
to take wood off until he has the shape of the bowl that he wants. Once he has the shape the way
he wants it he sands the bowl down to make sure it’s smooth.
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Through doing the segmented bowls he has found a few things out through trial and error.
One of the things he found out was that they had to be glued exactly right or the appearance will
suffer and the lines won’t be straight. He also found out that if they aren’t glued together right
they blow apart and get stuck in the ceiling and bounce off his head which is why he makes sure
he wears glasses when making bowls. Along with wearing glasses when he turns bowls he makes
sure he cuts his sleeves short to make sure they don’t get caught in the lathe. He said that it feels
like its an accomplishment to have been using a lathe this long and still has all his fingers.

Pieces of bowls in the ceiling above the
lathe, Tom claims they were threw up there by the lathe. This made me scared to stand near it
thankfully I didn’t see any bowls flying through the air.
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Examples of segmented bowls made by Tom Blumenberg
Other woodturnings Tom Blumenberg does
While doing this project I found out that Tom does more than just made wooden bowls.
Even though he doesn’t turn these on a lathe he makes cutting boards and cheese boards for the
kitchen. To do these you take segments of wood and glue them together and just sand them down
and finish the edges of them. But for using a lathe he also turns ink pens, segmented vases, vases,
and segmented vases.
To make a pen Tom has to use a different lathe than he used for the bowls. To do the
pens he takes two blocks of wood and drills a hole in the center of the wood and glues a brass
center in them. Then there is a rod that is like the chuck for the bowls that firs through the brass
centers in the blocks of wood. Once you have the blocks of wood on the lathe you start turning
the wood till you get the desired shape.
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Tom Blumenberg turning the wood pen on a
lathe. The lathe used to make the pens is slightly different than the one used for bowls.

Examples of finished pens turned by Tom
Blumenberg
Selling woodturnings
To sell the wood bowls that Tom makes he told me that they go to craft fairs mostly. He
also gets invited to some places to set up a stand and sell his bowls. During the summer there is a
farmers market in Glasgow, Kentucky that they set up for. At the farmers market everything
there has to be made by hand or grown by you. Once April starts he usually is out somewhere
nearly every Saturday selling his bowls and does so through the end of December. During the
winter months he is usually trying to build up some inventory.
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As a hobby Tom doesn’t make much money at all on any of his bowls he sells. I asked
him how he goes about setting a price for his bowls since its just a hobby. He said he first has to
see how much wood he has in the bowl. Then look at how much time he has in it which he said
doesn’t really matter because he has found out his time is worth nothing. He says he just enjoys
it so much that all he’s interested in is just getting his money back, he makes a little but nothing
to get rich on. Like he had told me many times this isn’t a job. If it ever becomes a job he said he
will quit dong it. He mentioned many people telling him that he’s not charging enough and he
says that he doesn’t want to take it back home with him so somebody needs to take it. But along
with setting the price you have to take into account loss of product, wood chucking out
unexpectedly and segmented bowl blowing up. Just when I was watching him turn a pen a piece
of it broke off.

Tom Blumenberg at his booth set up at
“Deck the Halls” at Highland Elementary on December 4th 2010.
Tom Blumenberg is an extremely talented man that is very humble about what he does.
He loves what he does and is proud of what he does. This was shown to me while we were
interview and he was talking about all the places that his bowls have been shipped to such as
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Japan, Australia, “that other country Texas,” and many of the other 50 states. He loves watching
customers wander around the table trying to decide which one to buy. Gets a laugh out of people
wondering where they come from, one person asking him “how do you bend the wood” and he
responds it’s a secret, and other people ask “where do they come from” thinking that they could
have came from another country.
In conclusion it’s nice to know that the art of turning wood is still alive today. Tom told
me that he believes that the art of woodturning isn’t fading away as I first thought when coming
into this project, but its becoming just that; an art. The function of a wood bowl is moving from
being a functional item to being an art piece that people would rather look at than eat out of. As
for Tom as long as it stays a hobby and he gets to work with wood “The Dog House” will be one
happy place for him to be.

Woodworking tools used for creating the wood
turnings
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Examples of some finished product from Tom Blumenberg
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